
Dynamite Baits Hit n Run Pop Ups

Dynamite Baits

Product number: DB-HR-PU

A series of pop-ups with unique flavours and 
essential oils.

6,39 € * 6,39 €

Dynamite Baits Hit n Run Pop-Ups: Revolutionary carp baits with 
unique flavours

Discover the power of essential oils and unique flavours

The Dynamite Baits Hit n Run pop-ups are more than just ordinary carp baits. They offer a selection of 
specially developed flavours based on essential oils. These flavours are carefully selected to ensure 
maximum attraction to carp, bream and tench. The combination of natural scents and intense flavours makes 
these pop-ups an essential part of your fishing tackle.

The booster - a secret for effective attraction

Each pack of Dynamite Baits pop-ups contains a booster that enhances the effect of the essential oils. This 
booster not only intensifies the odour, but also increases the visibility and attractiveness of the bait in the 
water. Anglers who use this booster report faster and more frequent bites, which is particularly beneficial on 
short fishing trips.

Variety of colours for every water condition

Choose from pink, yellow, white and red colours to best suit different environments such as clear water, 
weed, gravel, mud and clay. These colour variations are not only attractive to fish, but also tactically 
effective for different water conditions.

Rob's fishing style is simple. Fast sessions and fast bites. The colour chart will help you choose the best lure 



colour for your session.

White for deep water and mud
Pink for clear water and weed
Yellow for clear water and gravel
Red for water and mud

Experiences of other anglers: Success stories with Dynamite Baits

Numerous anglers have had their best fishing experiences with Dynamite Baits Hit n Run pop-ups. From 
impressive carp catches in clear water to successful sessions in weedy or muddy waters, these pop-ups have 
proven to be indispensable.

Expand your fishing arsenal with Dynamite Baits Hit n Run pop-ups

Rely on proven quality and innovation for your fast sessions and quick bites. Experience the difference and 
write your own success story!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

